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Sod Turning for the New Cancer Care Noosa Development,  
Bringing Comprehensive Cancer Care Services to the Northern Region of the Sunshine  
Coast 
 

 
 
Pictured above, left to right. Karen Dawe, Queensland Manager, Cancer Care Associates; Cr Amelia Lorentson; 
Darren Schwedes, QLD and WA State Manager, Lumus Imaging; Damien Williams CEO, Cancer Care Associates; 
Mayor Clare Stewart; Cr Joe Jurisevic; Cr Tom Wegener; Shaun Douglas, Director Trident Property. 
 
Cancer Care Associates is thrilled to announce the exciting next step in the development of 
Cancer Care Noosa, a cutting-edge facility that will transform cancer care services across the 
northern area of the Sunshine Coast and beyond. Turning the first sod on the site today, 
Noosa Mayor Clare Stewart said the new facility, which forms part of a new Noosa Health 
Precinct, represents a major milestone for the region. 
 
"Cancer Care Associates' commitment to delivering advanced technologies and specialised 
services is commendable and aligns with our vision for a healthier and more connected 
community" expressed Mayor Clare Stewart. 
 
With Lumus Imaging joining the development as the Radiology service provider, Cancer Care 
Noosa will bring PET CT, MRI, CT, and other essential imaging services to the community. This 
development will greatly enhance the diagnostic capabilities for cancer patients, allowing for 
more accurate and timely detection and monitoring of the disease. Patients will no longer 



need to travel out of area to Kawana to access PET CT, reducing the burden and stress 
associated with accessing these critical services. 
 
"In a region experiencing notable population growth and an ageing demographic, we are 
delighted to be able to improve access to world-class comprehensive cancer care services" 
said Damien Williams, CEO of Cancer Care Associates. "By eliminating the need for patients 
to travel long distances and reducing wait times, we are committed to improving the overall 
patient experience and outcomes in the local area.”  
 
Cancer Care Noosa will be located in the new Noosa Health Precinct, a Trident Property 
Advisory development, along with other key services including a Breast Clinic, Imaging and 
pathology services. This new health precinct presents exciting opportunities for commercial 
medical consulting tenancies with areas available from 100m2 up to 1200m2. Interested 
parties are encouraged to contact CBRE to explore available options for leasing and 
partnership opportunities within this new facility.  
 
Cancer Care Associates is dedicated to improving the lives of individuals affected by cancer 
through the provision of comprehensive and compassionate care. With the Cancer Care 
Noosa development, the organisation continues to make significant strides in delivering 
advanced cancer care services on the Sunshine Coast. 
 
For more information about Cancer Care Associates and the Cancer Care Noosa development, 
please visit their website at www.cancercare.com.au. 
 
The Noosa Health Precinct and Cancer Care Noosa development is located at 36 Hofmann 
Drive, Noosaville. 

For further information or comment please contact:  

Damien Williams  

CEO, Cancer Care Associates Tel: 0402 806 367 or 

Karen Dawe 

Queensland Manager, Cancer Care Associates Tel: 0416 267 465 

About Cancer Care Associates:  

Cancer Care Associates (CCA) is committed to providing cancer patients with the highest level 
of personalised comprehensive cancer care. 
 
We offer access to the brightest minds in Oncology medicine, state-of-the-art facilities and 
customised therapy treatments creating a one-stop, best practice patient support 
environment. CCA currently has five centres in NSW with another five in development 
including expansion into Southeast Queensland with Cancer Care Moreton Bay at Caboolture 
and Cancer Care Noosa in Noosaville. CCA have plans for further expansion into other areas 
across Australia in the near future. 



 
Our comprehensive cancer care model integrates medical oncology, haematology, radiation 
oncology and oncology pharmacy services in the one location. We also provide access to 
clinical trials and pathology services as a comprehensive suite of services for cancer patients. 

CCA’s ‘no wait for care’ policy is the cornerstone to our service, ensuring all therapies are 
delivered without joining a waiting list.  

 


